Structural domains of the 3'-terminal sequence of the hepatitis C virus replicative strand.
Here we present the results of a structural analysis of the 3'-terminal region of the replicative strand of hepatitis C virus (HCV), IRES(-), by the Pb (2+)-induced cleavage approach and partial digestion with T1 ribonuclease. Oligoribonucleotides that represent selected domains of the earlier proposed in the literature secondary structure models of this region were also synthesized, their structures were analyzed in solution, and the results were compared to those obtained with the full-length molecule. Such "structural fingerprinting" gave better insight into the structure of the IRES(-) region. We showed that in the case of the IRES(-) fragment, which consists of 374 nucleotides, its three domains, D3 (nucleotides 1-104), DM (nucleotides 105-222), and D5 (nucleotides 223-374), independently fold on one another. However, when the IRES(-) molecule is extended by 25 nucleotides of the upstream viral sequence, domains D3 and DM fold autonomously, but a part of domain D5 interacts with that additional RNA stretch. Analysis in silico suggests that similar interactions involving the IRES(-) region and upstream sequences are also possible in other fragments of viral RNA, several hundreds of nucleotides in length. The results of experimental probing are supported by secondary structure predictions in silico and phylogenetic analysis.